To whom it may concern;

With regard to proposals to export fracked gas:

The original [perhaps disingenuous] excuses to begin poisoning our water & environmental security for the benefit of our energy security was for its use entirely here in the nation of our birth, to wean ourselves from dependency on foreign petrochemicals.

First and foremost, this energy source while perhaps ‘cleaner’ the refined liquid petroleum, is still fundamentally a major contributor to atmospheric greenhouse gases. The idea is to find at least carbon-neutral sources of power, or better, carbon-sequestering methods -- not more & more sources of fossil carbon our insensate forebears unwittingly locked away for us over the previous tens & hundreds of millions of years -- producing [wha’d’y’know] just the right atmosphere for Homo Sapiens to become Sapiens -- we should only hope. Claim your birthright. Sapiens mean wise. Be wise, here and in all things you regulate.

Fracking in all its forms is bad business, to the seventh generation.

But to consider exporting domestic fracked gas just accelerates the planetary suicide, genocide, patricide and every other -cide.

Please relegate this proposal to the roundfile where it belongs.

Your patriotic American citizen constituent,
Jonathan E. Longsworth

On Sat 1/19/13 12:53 AM, LNGStudy@Hq.Doe.Gov wrote:

Initial Comments Due 12/11/12 thru 1/24/13
Reply Comments Due 1/25/13 thru 2/25/13

Please visit our Website for the Docket Index pertaining to this case:
LNG Study Info and Comments
http://www.fossil.energy.gov/programs/gasregulation/LNGStudy.html